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introduction

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisici elit, sed eiusmod
tempor incidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquid ex
ea commodi consequat. Quis aute iure reprehenderit in voluptate
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit
anim id est laborum.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisici elit, sed eiusmod
tempor incidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim
veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquid ex
ea commodi consequat. Quis aute iure reprehenderit in voluptate
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt
mollit anim id est laborum. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisici elit, sed eiusmod tempor incidunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquid ex ea commodi consequat. Quis aute
iure reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat non proident, sunt in
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Quis aute iure reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu
fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint obcaecat cupiditat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisici elit, sed eiusmod
tempor incidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
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Introduction to your winery
brief description

History

Development

Present-day
standing

like a good story:
beginning

middle
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the early19th or 20th
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• Type of management
(family-run, co-operative, limited company,
joint-stockcompany)

• Difficulties
encountered

• Modernisation and
furtherrestoration

• Re-opening and
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• Production capacity,
specific products
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• Replanting of vines
• Return to full
production capacity

• International product
reputation, awards …
• Membership of associations (Food & Wine
Road …)
• Details (vines, vineyards, harvesting,
type of agriculture…)
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Introducing the winery • 1
Welcome & Introductions
• Good morning / Good afternoon. I’d / I would like to welcome you to
our guided tour of [name ] winery / wine estate.
• It is a great pleasure to welcome you to ....
• I do not speak English very well, therefore I would appreciate if you
could speak slowly so that it is easier for me to understand.
• My name is [name] and I’ll / I will be showing you around today.
• I am the owner / son / daughter of the owner ...
• I am in charge of visits to our winery / vineyards.
• I am the sales manager / cellar master ...
• I am responsible for ... / I deal with ... / I look after ... / I work in ... /
I am involved in ...
• May I introduce Mr. Rossi, the cellar master / oenologist ....
• I’d like to introduce my sister, Maria, who is responsible for advertising
and marketing ...
• I’d / I would like to introduce my colleague / brother / sister / mother,
who takes care of .... (function).
• Let me introduce … / May I / Can I introduce …
• It’s my pleasure to introduce …
• My sister / colleague / Mr./Mrs. …. / is the (job title) sales manager / …
deals with … / looks after … / is in charge of …
• The tour / Today’s tour will last about ... minutes / half an hour and
will be followed by a tasting of our most recent vintages / wines / our
range of wines in our tasting room.
• I will be happy to answer any questions you may have as we go along
or at the end of the tour in our tasting room.
• First, I would like to give you some background information on our
wine estate / winery.

Name of the winery
• The winery is called ….
• The winery, previously known as … has belonged to the … family /
our family since [year].
• The estate takes its name from …, an ancient chapel that overlooks
the vineyards….
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Size and location
• Our estate is situated in the province of ... near ... It can be reached
from [give directions]....
• The …[nr.] hectare property is located in [name of town/village], a
medieval village in the Oltrepo’ Pavese.
• Our estate comprises [nr. of hectares], of which [nr. of hectares]
planted to vine.
• The … Group was created in [year] by three cooperative wineries.
Currently, there are 300 members, who cultivate a total of 2,000
hectares under vine in the Morainic Hills…

General description of production / services
/ facilities (wine & other products)
• We produce mainly DOC, IGT / full-bodied reds / light …. / varietal
wines / wines made with international grape varieties [specify type]....
• We also cultivate wheat, maize / corn, fodder, pears…
• We also breed and rear cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, chickens….
• We now concentrate on viticulture and vinify our own grapes.
• Our wine estate also offers accommodation.
• We have [nr.] single / double bedrooms with ensuite bathroom / selfcatering apartments.
• We also have a restaurant / a bar which is open from [00:00 hrs] to
[00:00 hrs] on [days … e.g. from Friday to Sunday] where you can eat /
savour local food specialities and wines.
• Our estate also produces salami, hams, cheese, jams, fresh pasta,
cakes, biscuits….
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Origins • 2
Original property development
• The winery started out as a small, family-run, mixed-crop farm.
• Originally, the estate comprised …[nr.] hectares, but we recently bought plots on the nearby hills, bringing the total number of hectares to
... [nr.].
• My grandfather grew mostly local grape varieties on his 20-hectare
estate with vineyards scattered over a wide area…

Original productions and markets
• My family used to produce mainly still red wines, which were sold
above all in Switzerland and Germany.
• Until very recently, our main markets were the United States, Germany
and Austria, but now our sales have shifted to China, Russia and
India.

Who established the winery and when
• Our wine estate / winery was founded in [year] by my father / grandfather / great-grandfather.
• Our estate was founded [number] years ago by …..
• In 1930, a group of 50 enthusiastic growers joined forces to make wine
together, laying the foundations of what today is Viticoltori Pavesi...
• The company has 200 members, who cultivate 1,000 hectares under
vine …
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Developments • 3
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Situation by the early 20th century …
• At the turn of the 20th century, the wine estate was
producing … [nr.] hectolitres of wine, mainly still red
wines using the …, … and … grape varieties.

Difficulties encountered …
• After World War II, my grandparents moved to Milan
and the property was abandoned for almost 40
years.
• Our wine estate / winery was founded in [year] by
my father / grandfather / great-grandfather, who
emigrated to South Africa in the 1960s. My wife and
I decided to take over the property in the 1990s.

Re-planting of vines
• At the beginning of the 1980s we decided to replant the vineyards with international / local grape
varieties in order to produce more distinctive, marketable wines.

Return to full production capacity
• In 1988, we released our first bottles of [type of
wine], which was greatly appreciated on the German market. Total production has now reached ….
[nr.] bottles/year.

Re-opening and renovation
• My family bought the property from the … family
in 1965 and gave the winery additional drive through the use of modern vinification techniques.
• In the 1970s, my grandfather converted the estate from traditional mixed crop farming toviticulture, introducing new technology, such as ….
13

Today • 4
Type of management
• The estate is family-run.
• The estate is now managed/run … by me / my brother/s / sister/s /
son/s / daughter/s / wife and me….
• The estate is now run by the second / third generation of the family.
• My son [name] takes care of [the vineyard management / the cellar /
sales / winemaking] …
• I am responsible for ….

Modernisation and further restoration
• In 2005, we modernised our cellars and we now use
up-to-the minute cellar techniques, using temperature-controlled stainless steel fermentation vats and
oak barrels for ageing.
• The recently restructured early 18th century country
residence houses the cellars and agriturismo restaurant, which are open all year for tastings and sale of
premium quality wines.

Production capacity, specific products
and markets
• We produce a total of [nr.] hectolitres / bottles of wine / of …. Merlot /
Chardonnay ….
• Our main export markets are: Germany, Austria, Norway….
• We produce mainly reds / whites / sparkling wines / dessert wines….
because the [name/s] grape variety / varieties are most suitable for this
area / soil.
• We produce IGT / DOC / DOCG wines such as: …. [list of wines].
• Our wines range from light and fruity ones to barrel-matured versions.
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International product reputation,
awards, exhibitions attended
• By focusing on making the highest quality wines and maintaining full
respect for the traditions and customs of the Lombardy region, we succeeded in raising the reputation of Torre Montecucco [winery name] to
remarkable new heights within a few years of acquiring the wine estate.
• Our Sfursat 2006 vintage was awarded Gambero Rosso 3 glasses
status in 2012.
• We participate at Vinitaly in Verona and Prowein in Düsseldorf.

Membership of associations
(… Food & Wine Road)
• Our estate belongs to the Road of Mantuan Wines and Foods, a
non-profit association, which aims to enhance the historic, cultural,
environmental, economic and social identity of the area of reference.
• The road is 300 km. in length.
• There are [nr.] members, comprising wine producers, cooperative
wineries, wine shops, agriturismi (farm hotels / farm-stay holiday and
restaurant structures), restaurants, hotels.

Vines, vineyards
• Our estate comprises [nr.] hectares of which [nr.] hectares planted to / under vine.
• There are [nr.] hectares in total on the property and [nr.] hectares planted to vine.
• The estate founded in [year] covers an area [nr.] hectares.
• We have several plots of land, some on gentle / hilly slopes and others on flat land.
• Unfortunately, our estate is rather fragmented.
• We use high-density vineyard planting of up to 10,000 vines per hectare (4,000
per acre); intensive vineyard management; only four to five fruiting buds per
vine and low yields per hectare to ensure top quality grapes for our wines.
• The sunny slopes are exposed to breezes but sheltered from the cold winter wind.
• Our vineyards are terraced.
• The vineyard has a good exposure / a south-facing exposure / an east-west exposure.
• Our vineyards are south-facing thus they get a lot of sunshine.
• We use selected and disease-resistant vines.
• We use mainly native / international varieties for our wines.
• The most important native varieties are: [names of native varieties].
• We use a blend of [grape varieties] to make [type of wine] in the following percentage [grape variety percentage]….
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Today • 4
Soil, climate
• We have a variety of soils on our estate, ranging from ….. [type of soil]
to …. [other type of soil].
• …[type of soil] is more suited for [nome di vitigno] grape variety.
• The landscape is dotted with low-lying hills with a terrain that is red
and stony at times / iron-rich soils.
• Our estate lies in the morainic hills which were created from morainal
deposits of a glacial
• Complex that was fed by the Rhaetic Alps.
• The morainic Mantuan hills feature red soil, rich in iron, often chalky,
made up of well-draining gravel and pebbles.
• The area forming part of the Road of Lambrusco Mantovano DOC in
the Viadanese-Sabbionetano features clayey and sandy soil which is
suitable for growing the …. grape variety/ varieties There is a lack of
fog in winter and the pleasant breezes from Lake Garda clear away the
summer heat.
• The high mountains above Lake Garda temper the hot summer sun,
and the resulting cooler temperatures preserve acidity and encourage
complexity in the grapes.
• However, winters can be severe and summer hail can often cause
catastrophic damage.
• But the long, warm autumns help us to produce fine wines.
• Climate plays a decisive role in shaping the quality of each vintage
and annual variation can be significant.

Type of agriculture
• We use low environmental impact agriculture, with very low yields per
hectare.
• Vineyard management is based on eco-friendly compatible techniques
that ensure the high quality and authenticity of our wines.
• The quality of the winery’s products is guaranteed by a policy of low
environmental impact vineyard management.
• Our winery has invested heavily in quality – starting with precision viticultural techniques during the growing season and stringent yield and
extraction restrictions at harvest.
• We use sustainable viticulture and integrated pest management.
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Organic / biodynamic wines
• Our organic wines are produced using only natural predators or
herbicides in the vineyard and a minimum of chemicals in the actual
wine-making phase.
• We use biodynamic viticulture and our wines are greatly appreciated
on the German market.
• In 2004 our estate was officially certified as having organic vineyards.
• We have been using organic farming methods for a number of years now.
• We do not use any synthetic pesticides, fungicides or weedkillers and
no synthetic fertilizers are applied.
• Compost, manure and insect and animal predators are used.
• Cover crops and sometimes weeds are grown to improve the texture
of the soil and to attract desirble insects.

Harvesting
• We harvest our grapes by hand to ensure that any rotten or
unripe fruit is removed.
• The whole family is involved in picking, although we also employ other workers at harvest time. We usually employ about
[nr.] of hand pickers.
• Our grapes are mechanically harvested…..
• The local chamber of commerce / wine consortium decides
when harvesting can start, following analyses on grapes in the
area to evaluate ripeness and measure the sugar content …..
• The grapes are loaded into crates / vats / stackable plastic
boxes in the vineyards and brought by tractor / trailer to the
winery.
• [Names of grape varieties] are picked first, usually around the
beginning / middle / end of [month], while [name of grape variety] is picked last.
• The picking time may vary, depending on the weather.
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Parts of the Winery

Working
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Fining
area

Bottling
area

Wine
storage

Offices

Tasting
room

Restaurant/
Accomodation
facilities
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Some useful terms

azienda agricola /
agraria/ vitivinicola

farm or estate that produces
all or most of the grapes for
wines sold under its label

cantina

cellar or winery

cantina sociale

cooperative winery

casa vinicola

wine house or merchant
(commerciante) whose
bottling comes mainly
from purchased grapes
or wines

cascina

farmhouse often used for
estate

enologo

enologist / winemaker
with a university degree

enotecnico

winemaking technician with
a diploma

etichetta

label

ettaro

hectare (2.471 acres), the
standard measure of
vineyard surface in Italy
20
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ettolitro

hectolitre, or 100 litres, the standard
measure of wine volume in Italy

trattoria

small restaurant, eating place, eatery

podere

small farm, estate or holding

produttore

producer

tenuta

farm or estate

uva

grape

vendemmia

harvest or vintage

vendemmia tardiva

late harvest or vintage

vigna / vigneto

vineyard. Vigna may be used under
DOC / DOCG for approved
single-vineyard wines

vignaiolo / viticoltore terms for grape grower
vitigno

vine or grape variety
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Important aspects

In the vineyard,
the following
are extremely
important:

Grape variety
+ Rootstock

Topography/
aspectSoil /
Microclimate

Vine
cultivation
methods

Harvesting
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The vineyards

Grape variety
+ Rootstock
1

Rootstock:
Native /
domestic /
indigenous /
local grape varieties
International /
non-indigenous
grape varieties
White / red
varieties

• We use selected and disease-resistant
vines.
• We use a phylloxera-resistant rootstock.
• In May we plant grafted vines in the
new vineyards.
• We use mainly native / international
varieties for our wines.
• The most important indigenous varieties
in this area are : ….
• We use a blend of … [types of grape
varieties] to make … [type of wine] in
the following percentages: [percentages
per grape variety]….
• Important international varieties such as
Cabernet, Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Merlot are also widely planted.
• Chardonnay is the dominant white variety in the Franciacorta zone. We use
it in both our méthode champenoise
sparklers and still wines.
• Chiavennasca is a local subvariety of
nebbiolo, which produces wines of great perfume and finesse on the mountain
terraces here in the Sondrio area.
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Topography, Soil
& Microclimate
2

Topography/Aspect:
- plain, flat,
low-lying land
- hills / foothills
(hillside / hilltop)
- mountains
- lakeside slopes
- orientation /
exposure

• We have several plots of land, some
on gentle / hilly slopes and others on
flat land.
• The wine estate’s vineyards are located on terraces at … metres above
sea level, where grapes take longer to
ripen.
• Our rows are oriented so as to receive
the maximum sunlight.
• The rows run north-south in order to
absorb the maximum sunshine.
• The rows run along horizontal terraces
which follow contour lines so that
tractors and people can easily move
along them.
• The south-facing slopes receive more
sun and have better drainage so they
are suiable for the …[type of grape
variety] grapes.
• The vineyard has a good exposure / a
south-facing exposure / an east-west
exposure.
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The vineyards

Topography, Soil
& Microclimate
2

Soil:
Components:
gravel – clay
– sandstone –
chalk – loam
Adjectives:
pebbly – gravelly
– rocky – sandy –
clayey – tending
to clay / slightly
clayey –
– calcareous /
limestone /
chalky – marly
– flinty – mineralrich – volcanic ….
– permeable
– impermeable
– poor
– rather infertile
– humid
– well-drained
– acidic – alkaline

• Our soils have a high / low pH, therefore they are suitable for growing the
… grape variety.
• The soils are fertilised with chemical /
organic fertilizers.
• We have a variety of soils on our estate, ranging from … [type of soil] to …
[type of soil], which are well suited to
the … [grape variety].
• Our estate lies in the morainic hills,
which were created from morainal deposits of a glacial complex that was
fed by the Rhaetic Alps. The soil here
is red, rich in iron, often chalky and
made up of well-draining gravel and
pebbles.
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Topography, Soil
& Microclimate
2

Microclimate:
- average hours of
sunshine
- average rainfall
- high/low
temperatures
(heat wave / heat
stress / drought)
- ventilation,
strong winds
- hail, snow, frost

• Temperatures in summer / winter range between …°C and …°C.

Adjectives:
clear - sunny - hot
- warm - dry
- muggy - hazy
- foggy - misty
- cold - cool -mild
- temperate snowy
- frosty - windy
- breezy - rainy
- wet - stormy
- cloudy

• The vineyards reach elevations of
two thousand feet. In order to soak
up every precious ray of sunlight, the
vineyards are steeply terraced and
south facing with heat-retaining rocky
soils.

• We are lucky to have frost-free winters …
• The terroir facing the lake, with its unique soil and microclimate, has always
favoured this particular trebbiano.
• The combination of microclimate, high
altitude, soil diversity and terroir provide unique environments for grape
growing and wine production.

• The microclimate here is regulated
by the waters of the lake and is well
ventilated.
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The vineyards

Vine cultivation
methods
3

Methods of training:
- two types of
training methods:
- head training
- cordon training
Examples of
training systems:
- double curtain
- training system
- head training
system
- lyre training
system
- trellis training
system
Useful vineyard
terms:
- posts - stakes
- rows - vine density
- yield - cover crops
- canopy management

• We use the Guyot training system
because it is suitable for our …[type
of soil] soil, local climate and the …
grape variety we grow.
• Each vine is kept deliberately small,
typically trained according to the …
training system.
• We use wooden/cement posts, which
are .. metres high.
• On our plots, vines are planted at a
density of 10,000 vines per hectare at
intervals of 1 metre along the rows,
which are just … metres apart. This
allows the use of a row-straddling
tractor.
• The distance between our vines is …
metres. Their yield is … hectolitres
per hectare for the … grape variety.
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Vine cultivation
methods
3

Methods of pruning:
different types of
pruning methods:
• short or spur
pruning
(used for varieties
that produce
basal buds along
the cane, where
the fruit-bearing
cane(s) consists of
spurs of 1-3 buds
– e.g. Alberello)

• long or cane
pruning refers to
a fruit-bearing
cane consisting of
a number of buds
that can range
from 4-30 (e.g.
Silvoz).

• mixed or Guyot,
when a long fruitbearing cane coexists with spurs.

• Pruning is carried out from January to March. We use the … pruning
method.
• We remove the old fruit-bearing cane
and other shoots. The shoot intended
for fruit-bearing in the forthcoming
vintage is left on the vine.
• We use short or spur pruning / long or
cane pruning / rod and spur pruning /
dormant pruning / summer pruning.
• Pruning allows the leaves to receive
optimum light and it creates good air
circulation so it allows us to control
humidity and consequently several
plant diseases.
• We keep …[nr.] buds.
• Pruning influences both the quantity
and quality of the yield because we
determine how many buds are left on
the vine.
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The vineyards

Harvesting
4

• manual harvesting:
(hand-picking)

• We harvest our grapes by hand to
ensure that any rotten or unripe fruit is
removed.
• The whole family is involved in pi-

mechanized
cking, although we also employ other
harvesting
workers at harvest.
using specially
• time. We usually employ about [nr.] of
designed tractorhand pickers.
harvesters which
• Our grapes are mechanically harvested…
remove the grapes from the vines • The local chamber of commerce /
wine consortium decides when harand transport
vesting can start, following analyses
them to the winery
Useful terms:
tractor with caterpillar treads, tractor with wheels

on grapes in the area to evaluate ripeness and measure the sugar content.

• The grapes are loaded into crates /
vats / stackable plastic boxes in the vineyards and brought by tractor / trailer
to the winery, where they are weighed.
• [Names of grape varieties] are picked
first, usually around the beginning /
middle / end of [month], while [name
of grape variety] is picked last.
• The picking time may vary, depending
on the weather.
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Vineyard terminology

bloom
bud
budbreak
bunch / cluster of grapes
canopy management
clods of soil
cloning
colour change, veraison
copper sulphate
dosser
floral abortion
fruit setting, bud set
fruit-bearing cane
graft
grape berry
grape gatherer /
picker (person)
guy / guy wire
hoe (to)
late harvest
long shoot
mechanized harvest
native, indigenous
pip, seed
plant density
post / stake
32

pruina
gemma
germoglia mento
grappolo con gli acini d’uva
sistemazione delle foglie sui fili
zolle
clonazione
invaiatura
verde rame
bigoncio, gerla
aborto floreale
allegazione
capo a frutto
innesto
acino
vendemmiatore /
vendemmiatrice
fissaggio dell’intelaiatura
metallica
zappare
vendemmia tardiva
tralcio (getto)
vendemmia meccanizzata
autoctono
vinacciolo
densità d’impianto
broncone / palo di sostegno
delle viti

The vineyards

pruning
register of vineyards
ripening of the wood
secateurs for pruning vines
soil, terrain
spur
terraced
training system
treatment sprays
tub for grape gathering

potatura
albo dei vigneti
agostamento
roncola potatoio
terreno
sperone
terrazzato
allevamento
trattamenti fitosanitari
recipiente (secchio) per la
vendemmia
vitigno
barbatella
foglia della vite, pampino
viticcio, sarmento
tralcio
tronco della vite
vite
ceppo
trattrice da vigneto, trattore a
scartamento ridotto
vigneto (la vigna) coltivato a
spalliera con intelaiatura
metallica
viticoltura, vignaiolo

variety of vine
vine cutting
vine leaf
vine shoot
vine shoot, cane, branch
vine stem / trunk
vine, grapevine
vinestock
vineyard tractor, a narrow-track
tractor
vineyard using wire trellises
for training vines
wine grower, viniculturist,
viticulturist
wire trellis
yield per hectare

intelaiatura metallica
resa per ettaro
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Weather conditions

temperature

temperatura

hail / hailstorm
rain / rainfall
storm / rainstorm
cloud / cloudy
humid / damp

grandine / grandinata
pioggia / piovosità
temporale / nubifragio
nuvola / nuvoloso
umido

clear
sunny
hot / the heat

sereno
soleggiato
caldo (aggettivo) / Caldo
(sostantivo)
tiepido / non molto caldo
secco
afa

warm
dry
mugginess
cold
cool
cool day-time /
night-time
temperatures
snow / snowy
frost / frosty

freddo
fresco
temperatura fresca durante
il giorno / la notte
neve / nevoso
gelo / gelata / gelido /
ghiacciato
nevischio

sleet
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The vineyards

wind / windy
breeze / breezy

nebbia / nebbioso
nebbiolina / brumoso /
nebuloso / nebbioso
vento / ventoso
brezza / ventilato

high / low temperatures
heat wave
heat stress
drought
resistant to weather
conditions

temperature alte / basse
ondata di caldo
stress di temperatura
siccità
più resistente alle condizioni
metereologiche

It’s usually cool in spring....
Temperatures range between
...°C to °C in summer...

Di solito è fresco in primavera
Le temperature variano
dai … a …. d’estate

Temperatures go below zero
in winter / go down to
minus 8°C.

Le temperature vanno sotto
zero d’inverno / scendono
a meno 8°C.

fog / foggy
mist / misty
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Important vine diseases

peronospera
botrite o muffa grigia
eutipiosi, deperimento da Eutipa
oidio
escoriosi (phomopsis viticola)

downy mildew
gray rot or botrytis
eutypa dieback
powdery mildew
phomopsis (dead arm
or excoriose)
esca
root fungi

mal dell’esca
malattia fungina delle radici ?
/ marciume radicale ?
Alcuni insetti dannosi per
il vigneto
tignola della vite

Some destructive
vineyard pests
grape berry moths
(cochylis, eudemis)
vine leafhopper
cicalina verde
(empoasca vitis)
willow beauty caterpillar
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LEZIONE 3
LA
LAVORAZIONE
DEL VINO
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Main steps in wine-making
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The five main steps
in wine-making are:
(by hand or machine)

(by machines that
press or crush the
grapes)

(This occurs naturallywhen yeast feeds
onsugar in grapes to
form alcohol andcarbon dioxide.)
(This removes sediment and “cleans”
the wine.)

(Wine is transferred
to clean, sterile
bottlesand aged
weeks, months or
years.)
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Harvestingthe
grapes

Juicing the
grapes

Fermenting
the grapes

Filteringthe
grapes

Bottlingthe
wine

Vinification of different wines
Converting grapes to wine can be achieved in various ways.
The three main types of vinification are:
WHITE WINES
The juice or free-run must extracted from the pulp is separated from the skins (whether light or dark) before fermentation begins so that they will give the wine little or no
colour.

ROSÈ WINES
The juice is left on the skins of dark grapes briefly before
or during the first part of the fermentation to extract a bit of
colour.

RED WINES
The juice is left on the skins of dark grapes during the fermentation to extract colours, tannins and other substances. This process is known as maceration. The liquid is
sometimes separated from the pomace (skins, seed and
pulp) before fermentation is complete.
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Special wines
VINO NOVELLO • VIN NOUVEAU
Carbonic maceration is used to make vino novello.
Whole uncrushed grapes are put into a tank filled with carbon dioxide. In these anaerobic conditions fermentation
(or auto-fermentation) occurs within the cells of the grapes.
This type of wine is bottled by the end of the year when
harvested and should be drunk by the following spring.
SWEET WINES
Sweet wines are wines whose fermentation is incomplete.
Sometimes the fermentation stops spontaneously, the yeast expiring in a sugar-saturated environment before managing to convert all of the sugar into alcohol.
Winemakers can halt the process artifically by drastically lowering the temperature of the must by heating it over
45°C or by dosing it with sulphur dioxide.
SPARKLING WINES
Sparkling wines begin life as tart, still wines. They undergo
a second fermentation, which creates bubbles, texture and
additional flavour. In Italy, the following methods are normally used to make sparkling wines:
metodo classico (méthode champenoise or traditional method – bottle-fermentation)
charmat method or tank-fermentation.
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Vinification
(summary of various phases)
Vinification is the process of transforming grapes into
wine. The various phases of the process include:

crushing /
de-stemming
with a crusherstemmer

skin contact
(maceration)

drawing up

use of
sulphur
dioxide

malolactic
fermentation

lees

clarification

filtering
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blending

yeast
selection

pressing

ageing
(in barrel
and bottle)

enzymes

pomace
(marc)

bottling
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alcoholic
fermentation

racking

White wine production
Harvesting
the grapes
Crushing/
Destemming
Pressing

Yeast

Juice

During this period colour,
tannins and flavour
compounds are
extracted from the skins

Fermentation

With or without malolactic fermentation and/or
with or without yeast lees contact with the
wine after fermentation is complete
Clarification and
stabilisation
Storage

Stainless steel tanks

Oak barrels

PREPARATION FOR BOTTLING
Bottling
Maturation
in the bottle
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Virgin pomace
Storage
Distillation
OPTIONS OF FERMENTATION TECHNIQUES

In
stainless
steel tanks

In
oak
barrels

Partially
in stainless
steel then
transferred
to oak
barrels
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Type
of
yeast

Various
degrees
of juice
clarification

Detailed wine-making process
for commercial white wines
1. Hopper
2. Crusher-destemmer
3. Heat exchanger
4. Pneumatic press
5. Collecting tray
6. Settling tanks
7. Fermentation tanks
8. Holding tanks
9. Sheet filter
10. Bottling line
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After the grapes are delivered to the winery,
they are unloaded into a hopper.
The screw feeds the grapes into the crusher-destemmer.
The mixture of grapes and pulp may then be pumped through a heat
exchanger to cool it down, slow down the oxidation process and prevent
the loss of flavour and the early start of fermentation. Sulphur dioxide is
often added for the same reason.
The pulp is pumped into a pneumatic press.
The rubber membrane is slowly inflated, pressing the grape pulp against the
stainless steel cylinder.
The juice is collected in the lower tray
from which it is pumped …
… into stainless steel settling tanks enclosed in cooling
jackets.+ CO2 to prevent oxidation+ enzymes to speed up
settling of suspended solids.
The much cleaner grape juice is pumped into temperature-controlled
stainless steel fermentation tanks+ strain of specially selected yeast
Length of fermentation from a few days to a month.
The wine is racked off the lees and put into holding tanks protected
from oxygen. The wine is stored at a low temperature until required
to fill an order. It may be blended and it is then cold-stabilized to
precipitate tartrate crystals and probably fined.
Commercial wines are then filtered to remove any potentially harmful bacteria. It may be pumped through a
sheet filter or a membrane filter.
The star-bright wine is then bottled in the bottling line, just before being shipped.
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Red wine production
Harvesting
the grapes
Crushing/
Destemming

Yeast

Mixture of juice, skins
& seeds (= must)

During this period colour,
tannins and flavour
compounds are
extracted from the skins

Fermentation

Pressing

Free run

Pressed fractions

Combined or kept separate
With or without Malo-lactic fermentation
Clarification and
stabilisation
Storage

Stainless steel tanks

Oak barrels

PREPARATION FOR BOTTLING
Bottling
Maturation
in the bottle
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OPTIONS OF FERMENTATION TECHNIQUES

Timeon
skins

Extraction
method

Temperature

Type of
fermentation
vessel

A short time on skins produces
lighter bodied styles eg. Rosé
or light reds

Virgin pomace
Storage
Distillation
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Type
of
yeast

Barrel
fermentation

Detailed wine-making process
for top-quality red wines

1. Sorting table
2. Conveyor belt
3. Crusher-destemmer
4. Open-top fermenter
5. Plunging the cap
6. Small oak barrels
7. Malolactic fermentation
8. Basket press
9. ‘Press wine’
50

10. Oak ageing
11. Topping up
12. Racking
13. Fining
14. Blending
15. Bottling
16. Bottle ageing
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Detailed wine-making process
for top-quality red wines
1. Sorting table

2. Conveyor belt

3. Crusher-destemmer

4. Open-top fermenter

5. Plunging the cap

6. Small oak barrels

7. Malolactic fermentation

8. Basket press
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Grapes are carefully selected on a sorting table.

A conveyor belt carries the bunches to the crusher-destemmer.

Here the stalks are removed and most of the grape skins are crushed.The grape must, including the skins (colour, flavour + tannin)
is then pumped into an open-top fermenter.
Here yeasts naturally present in the atmosphere will start the alcoholic fermentation.Sugar levels fall, the level of alcohol rises and
the CO2 released pushes up the grape skins and pulp to form a cap,
which protects the must against oxidation.
The cap is regularly plunged down or broken up by pumping
the must over it to prevent it drying out. After the alcoholic
fermentation is over, the wine can be left in the tank to macerate …
… or it can be transferred into small oak barrels
before all the sugar has been fermented into alcohol.

In either case, the second, malolactic fermentation takes place.

The solids left at the bottom of the fermenttion vat are then
transferred to a press (e.g. a traditional basket press), …
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Detailed wine-making process
for top-quality red wines
9. ‘Press wine’

10. Oak ageing

11. Topping up

12. Racking

13. Fining

14. Blending

15. Bottling

16. Bottle ageing
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… where the ‘press wine’ is squeezed out and collected.

The wine is then aged in oak barrels for up to 18 months.

The wine in the barrels evaporates and so needs to be topped up.

The wine will occasionally be ‘racked’ off its sediment into a new
barrel to aerate it and prevent the build-up of harmful compounds..

The wine is also fined and clarified by adding a fining agent.

Before bottling a final blend is made.

The wine is carefully bottled in the bottling line.

After bottling, the wine is laid down in bins and stored for
bottle-ageing. It is labelled and capsuled just before despatch.
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Detailed wine-making process
for sparkling wines
metodo classico
1. Assembling the base wine

2. Tirage

3. Refermentation

4. Ageing on the lees

5. Riddling

6. Removing the sediment

7. Topping up

8.Bottling and storage

9. Release on the market
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White Chardonnay and dark pinot Nero grapes (as well as Pinot Meunier
and sometimes other varieties) are picked before they are fully ripe to
retain high acidity. After alcoholic fermentation, the wines are blended
into an individual cuvée, which may include different vintages.
The base wine is then put into the same bottle in which it will be sold and the
liqueur de tirage (a syrupy solution: cane sugar + special strains of yeast) is added
After being sealed with metal caps, the bottles are shaken and stacked horizontally in our cool cellar, where the wines undergo a second fermentation. The
yeasts gradually transform the sugar into another 1 or 2 degrees of alcohol as
CO2 builds up to a pressure of 5-6 atmospheres. The process, known as prise de
mousse (presa di spuma in Italian), forms the fine bubbles known as perlage.
The wine is now sparkling, but not ready for sale. It must now age on the lees
for about two years as the yeast cells break down (autolysis). Bottles are shaken to keep the yeasts suspended. The wine develops a faint yeasty flavour.
Once ageing is complete, the spent yeasts must be removed from
the bottle to leave the wine bright and clear. The first step is riddling, or remuage, ➔ bottles are placed top down at 45° angles in
pupitres. Over the next few weeks, riddlers agitate and twist each
bottle an eighth of a turn a day to work the sediment down to the
neck. Riddling is also done with automatic riddling machines
Next, the sediment is removed from the bottle (disgorging, dégorgement or
sboccatura) using a disgorging machine. The neck of the inverted bottle is
inserted into a chilled saline solution, freezing the deposit. The bottle is placed
upright and the cap removed as the wine’s pressure expels the plug of ice.
After removal of the sediment, the bottle is topped up immediately and
sealed with a cork. We also add a dosage, or rabboccatura, of the so-called
liqueur d’expédition, a solution of aged wine + cane sugar.
The bottles are then sealed with corks, which
are anchored with a wire bale to insure that the
pressure within the bottle will not force them out.
On average, a fine, bottle-fermented spumante requires
about 3 years of processing before it is sold.
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Detailed wine-making process
for sparkling wines
metodo charmat
(tank fermentation)
In Italy, the process of making sparkling wine in sealed tanks
is generally known as metodo charmat. Normally, refermentation on the lees lasts from two to four weeks.
Recently, a method known as charmat lungo has been devised, mainly for sparkling wines from Chardonnay and Pinot.
This “long” process leaves the wine in contact with the lees in
the tank for three months to a year to duplicate some of the
effects of the classic method.
Both methods are based on the following procedures:

1. Refermentation

2. Isobaric filtration

3. Stabilization

4. Isobaric bottling

5. Release on the market
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The base wines, blended with selected yeasts and sugar, are placed in
large, stainless-steel tanks known as autoclavi, where refermentation takes
place at cool temperatures under pressure of about 7 to 8 atmospheres.
When refermentation is complete, the wine is separated from the lees by
passing through a filter into another tank under equal (isobaric) pressure.

The wine is stabilized by being chilled to below freezing to precipitate tartaric
acid crystals, which are removed.
The isobaric principle is used to maintain steady pressure in the wine as it is bottled and sealed with a cork.
Wines made by the tank-fermentation method are usually sold soon
after bottling, though some charmat lungo wines seem to acquire
harmony after a few months of storage.
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Example of wine-making
explanation
1

The grapes are brought from the vineyards by tractor and
gondola or trucks.

2

The grapes are checked in on the weigh bridge and then
tipped into a pit and carried by Archimedean screw to
the de-stemmer and crusher.

3

Crushed white grapes are pumped into draining tanks to
separate the best quality ‘free-run’ juice.

4

The solids (skins or pomace) from the draining tank are
pressed within a few hours of picking and sent to a distillery to produce grappa.

5

On the other hand, crushed red grapes are pumped
straight into stainless-steel fermentation tanks, which
are also used for storage.

6

The red grapes ferment and are then drained off ‘freerun wine’. The pomace is pressed in horizontal presses
and the pomace is taken away to a distillery to produce
grappa.

7

The wine is also fermeted in wooden vats.

8

High quality reds and certain whites are aged from a few
months to two years in French/Slavonian oak barrels ….

9

We constantly check the progress of each lot of wine and
carry out detailed chemical analyses in our laboratory.

10

In our computer room, we keep a record of the condition and location of hundreds of different batches of wine
from fermentation to bottling and dispatch.

11

The wine is fine-filtered in the filter area before bottling.

12

After this, the wine is bottled, corked and labelled in our
bottling line, packed in cartons, then stacked on palettes
and stored in our storage area.
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Types of sparkling wines

The various types of sparkling wine are
classified according to degrees of residual
sugar:

Brut

No more than 15 grams per
litre of residual sugar (This includes nature or pas dosé)

Extra dry

From 12 to 20 grams per litre

Secco

From 17 to 35 grams per litre

Semisecco

From 33 to 50 grams per litre

Dolce

More than 50 grams per litre
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Weather conditions

Sugars
Glucose, fructose
Organic acids
Malic, tartaric, citric

Zuccheri
Glucoso, fruttosio
Acidi organici
Malico, tartarico, citrico

Polyphenols
Tannins and
anthocyanins
Nitrogenous compounds
Amino acids, proteins,
ammonium salts

Polifenoli
Tannini e
antociani
Composti azotati
Aminoacidi, proteine,
sali di ammonio

Plus traces of the
following:
Other minerals
Phosphorous, suphates,
potassium
B-group vitamins
Thiamine, riboflavin,
pyridoxine

Più tracce dei seguenti:

Ascorbic acid
Volatile aroma
constituents

Acido ascorbico
Costituenti degli aromi
volatili
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Altri minerali
Fosforo solfati e
potassio
Vitamine del gruppo-B
Tiamina, riboflavina,
piridossina

Wine cellar terminology

ageing cellar
anthocyanins
appellation
autolysis
barrel
barrique
basket press
bottle ageing
bottling
cap
carbon dioxide
cellar
(head) cellarman
centrifugal pump
clarification
cork
corked
crusher
crusher-destemmer
decant (to)
decanting
ferment (to)
fermentation
fining
hopper
horizontal screw press
keg

cantina per l’invecchiamento
antociani
denominazione
autolisi
botte
barrique
torchio verticale
invecchiamento in bottiglia
imbottigliamento
cappello
anidride carbonica
cantina
(capo) cantiniere
pompa centrifuga
chiarifica
tappo
sa di tappo
pigiatrice
pigiadiraspatrice
travasare
travaso
fermentare
fermentazione
uso di sostanze chiarificanti
tramoggia / imbuto
torchio orizzontale a vite
barilotto
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Wine cellar terminology

lactic acid
lees
macerate
malic acid
mature (to)
modern fermentation
tanks with integrated
pumping systems
must
nouveau wine,
vin nouveau
oak
oak (to)
pneumatic press /
bladder press
pomace
press
press (to)
pressurized tank
propeller-type
high-speed mixer
pumping over
punching down the cap
rack off (to)
reserve
residual sugar
riddling, remuage
screw press
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acido lattico
feccia
macerare
acido malico
invecchiare
autoclavi moderne
con sistemi integrati
di pompaggio
mosto
vino novello
rovere
passare nel legno
pressa a camera d’aria
vinaccia
torchio
torchiare
autoclave
miscelatore a elica
rimontaggio
follatura
travasare
riserva
zucchero residuo
remuage
torchio a vite

LEZIONE 4
La
degustazione

65
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Evaluation/Tasting of Wine

The complete evaluation of a wine involves the description of appearance, aroma, taste, tactile sensations, finish and balance and harmony.
Tasting allows us to evaluate the quality of a wine, on
the basis of sensory impressions.
A taster uses his own senses (sight, smell, taste and
touch) to give an evaluation of the character and quality
of wine.
The evaluation of a wine follows a set procedure which
has four main stages. These are the examination of:

APPEARANCE
SMELL
FLAVOUR/TEXTURE
FINISH
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APPEARANCE
JUDGING
THE APPEARANCE:
TO DISCOVER:
CLARITY, COLOUR,
FLUIDITY and EFFERVESCENCE
of a wine in the glass

COLOUR
dark, deep, intense, concentrated
pale, light, weak, diluted

CLARITY
brilliant/star bright, clear, dull, cloudy

FLUIDITY
Normal viscosity / heavy or thin wine

EFFERVESCENCE

(for sparkling wines)

Bubbles (perlage / bead)
and foam (mousse / froth)
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Evaluation/Tasting of Wine

APPEARANCE:
COLOUR IN THE DIFFERENT WINES
WHITE WINES
Most common
shades:
- pale straw with
green reflections
(very young wines)
- straw yellow (moderate bottle age)
- (pale) gold (good
wines in their
mature state)

ROSÈ WINES
Chiaretto (It):
pale shade of red
obtained by slightly
longer skin contact.
Cerasuolo (It):
light cherry red hue
of wines

Other terms:
- greeny or greenish
yellow (-y or –ish
means slightly)
- golden yellow ➔
tawny or golden
brown

Highlights:
- green,
- greenish,
- golden,
- amber

classic shade for wines made with short skin contact.
Other terms:
- greyish rose
- salmon pink
- apricot
- onion-skin orange
- pink
- copper pink

Highlights:
- copper,
- amber

RED WINES
Main colours :
Purple-red: young, often
immature wines

Other terms:
- purple
- violet-red
- cherry
- orange

Ruby: a more evolved but
still youthful shade
Garnet: classic wines at the
peak of their maturity

Orange red/Brick red: paler
shades for older but still healthy wine
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Highlights:
- violet,
- garnet,
- orange

SMELL
THE OLFACTORY
EXAMINATION
The sense of smell is the key to
enjoying wine, because it enables us to perceive both aroma
and subtleties of flavour.
The objective of the olfactory
examination is to judge the intensity, length and quality of a
wine’s aroma, and subsequently
to identify and describe the character of the specific odours of
which it is composed.
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Evaluation/Tasting of Wine

INTENSITY
is a measure of quanity and not necessarily quality.
In a fine wine an intense bouquet is an attribute, but in a poor-quality
wine a strong odour can be a neative factor.
Powerful / penetrating / medium / intense ➔ light /
barely perciptible / imperceptible /closed

LENGTH
refers to the duration and continuity of aroma and is an indication of
quality.

QUALITY
• texture and viscosity
• “legs” or “tears”
• Numerous and very evident “legs” are an indication of a fullbodied wine.
• rich/broad /well-defined / clean … aromas
• elegant to denote balance and refined character (top-quality wines)
• coarse: lacking in basic quality defective for unpleasant, extraneous or unidentifiable odours.
• defective for unpleasant, extraneous or unidentifiable odours.

CHARACTER OF SPECIFIC ODOURS
• Primary (varietal aromas): odours intrinsic to the grape ➔ varietal
character.
• Tertiary (post-ferment. aromas ➔ fruity character (young wines).
• Tertiary (post-ferment.) aromas comprise what is known as bouquet.
• aromatic (primary or varietal)
• vinous (fermentation odours of young, immature wine)
• fruity (fresh fruit .. Young wines)
• floral reminiscent of flowers or blossoms
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FLAVOUR/TEXTURE
THE GUSTATORY
EXAMINATION
Gustatory analysis begins in the mouth and involves
TASTE

TACTILE SENSATION

Four flavours
recognised in the
following sequence:
• Sweet, acid, salty,
bitter
Each of these primary
tastes is perceived on
a different area of the
tongue.
➔ time lag / persistence
• Sweetness is detected mainly at the tip
of the tongue (sugars,
alcohol and glycerine)
• Acidity is detected
mainly along the sides
of the tongue. 6 main
types and their tastes
are:
- tartaric (hardness)
- malic (sour apples)
- citric (sharp, lemony)
- succinic (salty
bitterness that
causes salivation)
- lactic (milky tartness)
- acetic (acrid, vinegray)
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“Chewing” on a mouthful of
wine helps to accentuate the
sensations of:
• texture
• temperature
• astringency
• body
• Prickle from carbon dioxide
(sparkling wines)
Texture refers to the fabric or
structure of a wine, the way it
feels in the mouth.
+ adjectives firm, silky, satiny,
velvety, soft, elegant, rich, syrupy
- Adjectives coarse hard rough harsh
Roughness is the sensation of
friction between the tongue and
the palate.
Astrigency is the dry sensation
caused mainly by the tannins
present in red wines.

Evaluation/Tasting of Wine

the interpretation of three types of sensation:
(texture)

AROMA
The basic tastes of wine
in the mouth are complemented by the aromatic
qualities sensed by the
olfactory system:

Temperature refers to the
sensation of warmth created by
ethyl alcohol, which increases
with the wine’s strength.
Adjectives: astringent, dry, hard,
austere, tannic

Finish ➔ final sensations a
wine leaves on the palate
Aftertaste, generally a
negative term that refers to
unpleasant flavours.

Body expresses the sense of
weight of a wine in the mouth.
It is the sum of all the flavours
in a wine plus the warmth and
potency of its alcohol. It is created mainly by the dry extract

Length is used to describe
the persistence of the flavour and aroma of a wine.
“Intense aromatic
persistence” is measured
in seconds and is an
index of quality.
The length on the palate
of gustatory sensations
indicate the degree of
balance, elegance and
finesse of a wine.

Prickle: a prickly sensation caused by the presence of carbon
dioxide which accentuates the
acidity of white wines and the
astringency of reds, while reducing the impact of sweetness.
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FLAVOUR/TEXTURE
THE GUSTATORY EXAMINATION
Describing words …. FIND MORE SUITABLE HEADING

Flavour - check

Tactile sensation
check (texture)

Sweetness:

Alcohol:

+ adjectives
+ adjectives
- sticky
- dry
- cloying
- medium dry
- medium sweet
- sweet

+ adjectives
- light
- balanced
- warm
- generous

Acidity:

Tannin:

+ adjectives
- lively
- fresh
- crisp
- nervy

+ adjectives
- flat, flabby
- green, tart,
- sharp
- acid

+ adjectives
- Lightly tannic
- moderately
tannic
- Full-bodied

Bitterness:

Bitterish, slightly bitter, bitter,
very bitter, bitter almonds (noun)
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+ adjectives
- heavy
- weak
- hot

+ adjectives
- astringent

Evaluation/Tasting of Wine
More on the gustatory analysis.
Adjectives to describe??
FIND RIGHT WORDS
Describing words ….
FIND MORE SUITABLE
HEADING
Tactile sensation
check (texture)

Finish

Texture:
+ adjectives
- soft
- round
- smooth
- supple
- fleshy

Aromatic length / “IAP”:
+ adjectives
- stringy
- oily

+ adjectives
- medium
- long
- very long
- persistent
- lingering

Body:
+ adjectives
- full / round
- fat / supple
- elegant
- rich

Length on the palate
(finish):

+ adjectives
- narrow
- lean
- thin

White wines
- short

Prickle:
+ adjectives
- lively
- sprtizy

+ adjectives
- fleeting

Red wines
Excessive:
Acidity (+)/
Tannins (+)>
Texture (-)
Excessive:
Acidity (+)/
Tannins (+)=
Texture (--)

+ adjectives
- flat
- biting

Lacking:
Texture (---)>
Acidity (+)/
Tannins (+)
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FLAVOUR/TEXTURE
THE GUSTATORY
EXAMINATION
Sugar and Acidity
The intensity of sweet and acid tastes are described in relation
to sugar content and fixed acidity.
The degree of sweetness is measured on a scale of grammes
of sugar per litre in five basic categories.
The standard Italian terms found on labels are:
Secco (<6 g/l): dry; without any perceptible sweetness
Abbocato (6-20 g/l): medium dry; with a slightly sweet taste
Amabile (20-30 g/l): medium sweet
Dolce (30-50 g/l): sweet; the taste is pronounced but not
overpowering
Liquoroso (> 50 g/l): refers to fortified dessert wines in
which the sugar predominates over the other tastes and
flavours.
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Evaluation/Tasting of Wine

More on the gustatory analysis. Adjectives to describe??
FIND RIGHT WORDS
Common defects (visual/taste/smell)
Nouns to describe bad odours:
mould, cork, vinegar, oxidation, sulphur, bad eggs, acetone, barnyard, animal sweat, cat urine
“Bottle stink” refers to a state of reduction of the wine in the
bottle. The smell disappears after the wine has received sufficient oxygen.
A persistent musty smell indicates that the wine has been
tainted by its cork (is ‘corked’) or has been aged in improperly
cleaned barrels.
A wine that smells of vinegar generally contains too much volatile alcohol.
:
Taste/smell of dry wood: is the result of the neglect of barrel
hygiene. Left empty without cleaning with sulphur, barrels may
transmit odours of dry wood and astringent flavours to wine
aged in them.
Smell of sulphur: an acrid odour similar to that of a struck
match, caused by the excessive use of sulphur dioxide. Also
leaves a bitter, prickly sensation at the back of the throat.
Oxidation: is a serious defect which mainly affects dry white
wines. his may have been caused by age, by a loose cork or
by having been stored at too high a temperature. Also known
as maderization. Oxidized wines have an unhealthy dark and
lifeless colour and an unpleasant odour like burnt caramel.
The precipation of tartrates, yeast or colouring substances
sometimes for a sediment in the bottom of the botle, however
they do not detract from the aroma or flavour of the wine.
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Describing and Evaluating Wine
BALANCE AND HARMONY
Balanced flavour / Harmony
Balanced flavour in wine depends on how the basic elements
of taste andtouch interrelate on the palate. Some elements
heighten other flavour sensations:
Acids and tannins reinforce each other
Carbon dioxide heightens sensations of acidity and tannicity
Saltiness increases the sense of sweetness and acidity.
Other elements have attenuating effects:
Acidity attenuates the warm feel of alcohol
Alcohol lessens the sense of bitterness.
In other cases, certain elements are masked:
Carbon dioxide partly covers the sense of sweetness
Alcohol masks salty flavours.
Harmony in a wine depends on the way tastes, aromas and
tactile sensations combine. The point of perfect balance is
that at which no single element dominates the others.
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Evaluation/Tasting of Wine
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Describing and Evaluating Wine
MATCHING WINE AND FOOD
The successful combination of food and wine at table brings out
the best in both the meal and the wine. The systematic approach to
matching food and wine devised by the Association of Italian
Sommeliers is based on the principles of analogy and contrast.

Useful words
food matching / pairing / accompaniment / complement
to match / pair

Analogy
Food and wine can be matched by analogy in different
ways, according to:
Style of Cuisine: following the rule that the best combinations
are between complementary styles. Country wines match
country cooking, refined cuisine deserves fine wines and
local wines are best drunk with local specialties.
Colour: following the rule of colour matches, white wines
are preferred with light coloured foods: (seafood, shellfish,
chicken and veal with light sauces) and red wines with dark
coloured foods (salami, red meats, game, pigeon, duck,
dishes with brown sauces).
The main exceptions to this rule are cheeses and desserts.
Aroma: delicate wines match foods of subtle flavours.
Foods with stronger flavours call for aromatic wines. Wines
with rich bouquets are needed with smoked or spicy foods.
Structure: full-bodied wines accompany dishes with rich
textures and flavours.
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Contrast
In wine tasting, the sensation of balance on the palate
between contrasting tastes and textures is what sets fine wines apart from everyday ones. In gastronomy the successful
matching of food and wine depends on the same principle
of balancing contrasting flavours. For example, rich foods
need dry or tannic wines with good acidity and an aromatic
vein and sharp-flavoured foods need soft wines with moderate to generous alcohol.
Highly seasoned foods need strong, mellow wines while
bitter-flavoured foods need soft, smooth wines with a
slightly sweet vein.
If one of the contrasting tastes (sweet, acid, salty/spicy or
bitter) predominates, it will cover the others and spoil the
balance. In the case of foods with overwhelming flavours, it
is necessary to choose a wine on the basis of analogy rather
than contrast. Desserts call for sweet wines for instance,
and do not go well with dry ones, especially spumanti.
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Some useful terms
Wine tasting glossary
slightly sweet
acidulous
alcoholic
slightly sweet
vintage
agreeable
aroma
aromatic
dry
warm
colour
known
full-bodied
weakened
taste
wine-tasting
DOC (Controlled
Denomination of Origin) /
DOCG (Controlled and
Guaranteed Denomination
of Origin)
sweet
golden
well balanced
famous
fermentation
to filter
filtering
delicate
cold
cool

abboccato
acidulo
alcolico
amabile
annata
armonico
aroma
aromatico
asciutto
caldo
colore
conosciuto
corpo, di
decrepito
degustare
degustazione
DOC / DOCG

dolce
dorato
equilibrato
famoso
fermentazione
filtrare
filtrazione
fine
freddo
fresco
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frizzante
fruttato
genuino
giovane
grado alcolico
grado zuccherino
grossolano
gusto
imbottigliare/imbottigliato
intenso
invecchiamento
invecchiamento in botti
di legno
lieviti
limpido
locale
maturazione
maturo
morbido
nuovo
odore
pastoso
penetrante
persistente
pregiato
produttore
profumato
qualità, di
rifermentazione
robusto
sconosciuto
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lightly sparkling
fruity
genuine
young
alcoholic percentage
sugar percentage
coarse
taste
to bottle/bottled
forceful, powerful
ageing
ageing in wooden barrels,
oaking
yeasts
clear
local
ripening, ripeness
matured
mellow
new
aroma
mellow
pervading
persisting
vintage
producer
fragrant
of quality
second fermentation
robust
unknown

Some useful terms
Wine tasting glossary
secco
tannico
temperature ambiente, a
tipico
torbido
travasare
travaso
uve bianche
uve rosse
vecchio
velato
versare
vinacce
vitigno
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dry
tannic
at room temperature
typical
turbid; not clear
to decant
decanting
white grapes
red grapes
old
cloudy
to pour
marc
variety of wine plant

LEZIONE 5
Gli aspetti
commerciali:
Il telefono
e la
socializzazione
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Reasons for telephoning
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Telephoning

To give information

To keep in contact with someone

To make an appointment or to make
arrangements
To confirm details of something,
such as an order
To clarify a misunderstanding

To make a complaint or explain a problem

To follow up a meeting

To thank someone
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Phrasal verbs for telephoning
EXPRESSION

MEANING

to make a call

to telephone someone

to give someone a call /
to ring s.o. up

informal way of saying to ‘call’
or to ‘phone’

to call / ring / phone back

to telephone someone again

to return someone’s call

to call someone who called you before

to call / ring /
phone someone back

to call someone you called before

to get back to someone

to contact someone again

to put someone through

to connect the caller to another person
or department

to get through to someone

to be able to contact and talk to
someone

to be engaged (BrE),
to be busy (AmE)

to be in use; the number you are
calling is not available

to be on the phone

to be using the phone

to hold / hang on

to wait

to hang up

to end a call

to pick up

to lift up the receiver

to be cut off

when the telephone line stops working

to speak up

to speak louder

to hang up on someone

to stop using a telephone at the end of
a conversation

to get the wrong number

a call made to a number other than the
one intended
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EXAMPLE
I’ll meet you in the lobby in five minutes. I just have to make a call.
I’ll give you a call next week to tell you when I will be arriving in Milan.
So he isn’t there at the moment. I’ll call back tomorrow. / I’ll call back later.
Good afternoon Mrs. Smith. My name is Andrea Bossi of Cantine Bossi.
I am returning your call.
Could you ask Mr. Rogers to call me back?
Could you get back to me with that information by Friday?
Could you put me through to the accounts / sales department?
Did you manage to get through to the Managing Director?
The number is engaged. I can’t seem to get through. /
I’m sorry the line’s busy. Would you like to call back later?
I’m sorry, she’s on the phone at the moment. Can I ask her to call you back?
Could you please hold / hang on a moment? I’ll see if she’s free.
After waiting for five minutes, he hung up.
The office phone kept on ringing as he was talking on his mobile, but he finally
picked up the receiver.
We were cut off a moment ago. Where did we leave off?
Please could you speak up. I can hardly hear you.
I was so cross with the supplier that I hung up on him.
I got the wrong number when I called before, so I re-dialled your number.
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Useful terms for telephoning

EXPRESSION

MEANING

telephone / phone

device used for speaking to someone in
a different place

receiver / microphone

parts of a telephone

mobile / cellphone

portable telephone device

switchboard

a system used to connect telephone calls
with many separate phone lines in a building

switchboard operator

a person who is in charge of a telephone
switchboard

answering machine BrE /
answer phone AmE

a machine connected to the phone
which records messages from callers

extension number

an internal telephone number

local call

a telephone call made within a local
calling area

long distance call /
trunk call

a telephone call made outside the
local calling area

international call

a telephone call made outside the
country you are in

intercontinental call

A telephone call between people
who are in different continents
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Telephoning

EXAMPLE
The office telephone is not working, so I’m calling you with my mobile.
He put the receiver down to look for the document he was referring to.
I’ll call you on your mobile after your meeting.
I’ll put you through to the switchboard again. Ask to speak to Accounts,
please.
The switchboard operator will connect you with the Purchasing Department.
If she’s not there, I’ll leave a message on the answering machine /
answer phone.
Extension 22054 [‘double two, oh five four’] please.
We receive mainly local calls.
We are not allowed to make long distance calls from our office.
We have to pass through the switchboard operator.
I need to make an international call to Germany.
We normally try to make intercontinental calls using Skype.
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Useful phrases for telephoning

The line is very bad.
Your voice is very faint.
Can you call / ring back?
I’ll call / ring you back immediately.
I can hardly hear you.
Can you speak up? I can’t hear you.
Where are you calling from?
Sorry, who’s calling, please?
Sorry, can you repeat your name, please?
Sorry, can you spell you name, please?
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Example of a telephone conversation

I’d like to speak to Mr. Joyce, the sales
manager, please? / Can I / Could I speak
to Mr. Joyce please?

I’ll put the call through to his office. /
I’ll put you through to his office.
Hello. This is Joan Prentice, Mr. Joyce’s secretary.
I’m afraid Mr. Joyce is out of the office at the
moment. Can I take a message?

Thank you, but I’d prefer to talk to him in person.

He should be back after lunch.
Try ringing around two o’clock.

Thank you for your help. I’ll call back later.
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Example of answer phone recordings

“I’m sorry, we can’t come to the
phone right now, but if you’d
like to leave a message after the
tone, we’ll get back to you as
soon as we can. Thank you.”

“You have reached (number).
Sorry, we are unable to take your
call at the moment. Please leave
a message after the tone and
we’ll get back to you as soon as
we can.”

“XYZ Winery. Our offices are
closed at the moment…. Our
opening hours are from nine to
one and from two to five, from
Monday to Friday. Please leave
a message after the tone and we
will call you back….”
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Example of answer phone message

“Hello. This is Marco Rossi from
Cantine Rossi. I would like to leave a
message for Mr. Turner.
I am calling in connection with /
regarding next week’s meeting. I
would like to know if you have made
the requested hotel reservation.
Please call me back on this number:
… or send me an email at this
address….”
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Saying telephone numbers and
email addresses

Native English speakers say telephone numbers as
individual digits.
Note ‘0’ can be pronounced as ‘oh’ or ‘zero’
e.g. 0129 289701 oh (zero) one two nine; two eight
nine seven oh (zero) one
As you speak, you can separate the digits into
groups with a slight pause between them.

Saying emails:
Example: al.davidson@hawks.co.uk
This e-mail address is said in the following way:
al dot davidson, at hawks, dot co, dot uk
The abbreviation for the country name is said as
separate letters (e.g. .uk is pronounced ‘iù’ ‘chei’)
Country code for Italy (.it) is pronounced ‘ai’ ‘ti’
[lower case = caratteri minuscoli]
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Strategies for making effective
phone calls

Learn how to greet people.
Learn how to ask for a specific person by
name or job title.
Plan what to say if that person is not
available.
Have the relevant papers with you to refer to.
Be ready to ask people to repeat or clarify
something if necessary.
Make sure you know how to say numbers
and the alphabet in English. You may need
to write names, prices, dates and other
details.
Always confirm the details at the end
of a call.
Follow up the call with a fax or an e-mail
to confirm arrangements or appointments,
especially if you have any doubts.
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Making a call: structure

Part one
Greetings
Identify yourself
Get the person you want to speak to
Explain the purpose of the call
Part two
Talk about the main subject of the call
(e.g. arrangements)
Confirm details of the conversation

Part three
Signal the end of the call
Thank the other person
Refer to future action
Close the call
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Making a call… details

Telephoning

Greetings
Hello. / Good morning. / Good afternoon.

Identifying yourself
My name is [your name].
This is [your name]. [If the person receiving the call
knows your name.]
My name is [your name]. I’m calling from [your department and the name of the company]. [If the person
receiving the call doesn’t know your name.]

Asking to speak to someone
Roy Spencer, please. / Can I speak to Susan Turner, please?
[You know the name.]
Could you put me through to the (sales / marketing / accounts) department, please? [You don’t know the name of
anyone in that department.]
Could I speak to someone about (invoice nr. …. / delivery of
my wines), please?
I’d like to speak to whoever deals with customs.
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Making a call… details
Explaining the purpose of the call
I’m calling to ask you for … a copy of invoice number … dated ….
I’m calling about the ad in today’s newspaper / my forthcoming
visit to Vienna / the wine exhibition which will be held in [city] from
[date] to [date].
I’m phoning in connection with the April trade fair / wine tasting.
I’m trying to get in touch with John Mitchell.
I’m trying to find out about import regulations in your country.

Leaving a message
Could you give Joe a message, please?
Do you think you could give him / her a message, please?
Could you ask him to call me back today?
Could you tell her that … (I can’t make tomorrow’s meeting /
I can’t attend the wine tasting this evening…)?

Thanking
Thanks for your help.
Well, thank you very much.
Thank you. You’ve been very helpful.
Thanks a lot. [informal]

Ending
I’ll talk to you soon.
Well, see you next Monday / week / month then.
Goodbye. / Bye.
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Making a call… suggestions

Things to avoid
Don’t say “I am …” to identify yourself
on the phone.
“I am” is used to introduce yourself in
person, or to describe your job title or
profession. Instead, say “This is ….
[your name].”

Useful suggestions
When you make a call, check that you
are speaking to the right person, department or organization by asking:
“Is that … James Brady? / the Customer Services department? / Smith &
Sons Import Pty. Ltd.?
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Making a call: structure
Part one
Greetings
Identifying yourself and your company /
organization
Offering to help
Asking who the caller is
Asking the caller to wait
Part two
Connecting the caller to the right person
Explaining that someone is not available
Offering alternatives
Talking about different subjects
Part three
Taking a message
Checking information
Ending a call
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Telephoning

Greetings
Hello.
Good morning.
Good afternoon.

Identifying yourself and your company /
organization
Cantina Sociale Lambrusco…., Franco speaking.
Fratelli Brambilla.

Offering to help
Can I help you?
How can I help you?

Asking who the caller is
Who’s calling, please?
Who shall I say is calling?
And your name, please?

Asking the caller to wait
Just a moment, please.
Could you hold a moment, please?.
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Connecting the caller to the right person
Right, you are through to Mr. Ortalli.
I’m just putting you through to her / him now.
I’ll put your through to Accounts.

Explaining that someone is not available
I’m sorry, he’s not available just now.
I’m afraid she’s out at the moment / on holiday this week /
away today / in a meeting just now.
Sorry, I can’t locate / find him / her.
She’s on another line just now. Do you want to hold?

Offering alternatives
Would you like to leave a message?
Can I give him a message?
Could you call back later?
Can you tell me what it’s in connection with?
Would you like to speak to someone else from
his / her department?
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Taking a message
Can I have your name, please?
And your number?
Could you spell your name for me, please?

Checking information
So that’s Paul Stoner on 489 98 12 and you
would like Mr. Rossi to call you back.

Ending a call
Thank you for calling.
Goodbye.
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Various subjects…
arrangements/reservations

Requests (asking people to do things)
Requesting information or action

Could you tell me … the order / invoice number, please?
Would you send us the details of the offer, please?
Do you think you could ask her to contact us?
I’d like a copy of the report / advertisement, please.

Responding to requests

Certainly, I’d be happy to. / Yes, of course. /
Sure, I’ll get on to it straight away.
Sorry, I’m afraid that’s not possible. [explain why not]
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Various subjects…
details

Telephoning

Asking for details

Could you give me the reference number, please?
… and your address?
What exactly is it that you need?
How many crates / cartons have you ordered?

Giving details

That’s C-A-S-T-I-G-L-I-O-N-E new word D-E-L-L-E
new word S-T-I-V-I-E-R-E.
Reference number 45 78 WS/ R / P
A carton of 12 bottles of Cabernet DOCG, 2007 vintage.
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Various subjects…
clarifications/details

Asking for details

Could you spell that for me, please?
Did you say four o’clock?
I’m sorry, I didn’t catch the … last name / number / first
part of the address / flight number….
Could you repeat that please?
I’m sorry, I don’t understand. Could you speak a little
more slowly, please?

Confirming details

So, that’s 200 boxes of 12 bottles each at
€ 200 per box. OK?
So, that’s Mr. John Barber from Greenwich Trade
International, and you want Paola Rossetti to call you.
Is that right?
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Various subjects…
complaints and problems

Telephoning

Explaining a problem over the phone requires
preparation before you make your call.
Think about what is wrong, the words that you need to
describe it in detail, and the result you want from the call.

Complaints and problems

I bought 1,000 labels from your company.
I ordered some bottles from you last week.
I’m calling to complain about our last order.
I’m not at all happy with … the service / your response
to my request.
The packaging is faulty.
I’ve been waiting for my equipment for four months.
Explaining your problem

I can’t understand the assembly instructions.
The light doesn’t seem to be working properly.

Responding to complaints and problems

Could you tell me exactly what happened?
What seems to be the problem?
Have you tried restarting it?
Could you send me the details in writing?
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Various subjects…
listening actively, apologizing
and promising

Listening actively
On the phone, it is important to let the caller know that you are
listening. You can do this by using the following words:
I see.
Yes, I understand.
Right.
Okay.

Apologizing
I’m sorry to hear about that.
We are sorry about all the problems you have had.

Promising
I’ll check it out and call you back.
I’ll get on to that right away.
I’ll see what I can do, Mr. Jefferson.
You’ll get a replacement this week.
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Alphabet (spelling) code
When Native English
speakers have to spell
something over the telephone (for example a
postal code or name)
they often use a special
alphabet. Example:
postal code B2V 3A8
= B as in Benjamin,
2, V as in Victor,
3, A as in Alfred, 8

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
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ei
bi
si
di
i
ef
gi
eic
ai
gei
chei
el
em
en
o
pi
chiu
ar
es
ti
iù
vi
dabaliù
ex
uai
zed BrE
zi AmE

Telephoning
ALFRED
BENJAMIN
CHARLES
DAVID
EDWARD
FREDERICK
GEORGE
HARRY
ISAAC
JACK
KING
LONDON
MARY
NELLIE
OLIVER
PETER
QUEEN
ROBERT
SAMUEL
TOMMY
UNCLE
VICTOR
WILLIAM
X-RAY
YELLOW
ZEBRA

Socializing
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Socializing

Introductions

Introducing yourself
Hello. I’m [your name].
Hi. My name’s [your name]. Nice to meet you.
Pleased to meet you.
How do you do? [This is not a real question. The normal response is “How do you do?”]

Second or subsequent meeting
Nice to see you again. How are you?
… Very well, thank you. And you?
… Fine, thanks. How are you?
… Not bad, thanks.

Suggestion…
Names can be confusing, so when you are introducing
yourself, say your name clearly and help people with
the pronunciation if you see that it is difficult for them. You
can tell people what you would like them to call you by saying
“Please call me …. Gianni.”
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Talking about work
Possible
questions

Possible
answers

What do you do?

I’m a wine-producer / wine merchant / marketing manager of a
winery ….
I work at [name of the company].
I work for a company that produces high quality wines…

Who do you work
for?

A small company called
[company name].
My father’s firm…
I’m self-employed. I am involved in PR activities for small- to
medium-sized companies.

What kind of
company is it?

We produce … [number] of wines made from international and
native grape varieties. We are
specializing in ….
It’s a small, family-run business.

How many
employees are
there?

There are six employees and my
son also helps me in running the
wine estate.

How long have
you worked there?

Since I graduated.
Since 1990.
For about six years.
Actually, I’ve just started.
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Invitations

Invitation

Would you like to … come to dinner tonight? /
come to my house for dinner tomorrow evening?
How about meeting for a drink later?
I’m going for dinner. Would you like to join me?
I’d like to take you out for lunch tomorrow. Are
you free?

Responding
to offers

Declining
an invitation

Yes, I’d like that very much.
Yes, I’d love to. Thank you.
That sounds great.
That’s very kind of you.
Thank you.
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I’m afraid I can’t make it
tonight, but thank you.
I’m sorry but [+ reason].
I’d like to but [+ reason].
Possible reasons:
I have another
engagement.
I have an early flight
tomorrow morning.
I’ve got some work to do.

Asking for and offering assistance

Making offers

Can I get you a drink?
Would you like something to eat?
Do you need anything?
Is there anything you need?
If I can help in any way, please let me know.

Responding
to offers

Yes please, that would be nice.
I’ll have a coffee.
No thanks, I’m fine.

Asking for assistance

Can you tell me where I can get a some tickets
for the underground?
Can you recommend a good hotel / restaurant?
I need to print something out. Can you tell me
where I can do it?
I have a problem with my reservation. Do you
think you can help me?
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Eating and drinking

Socializing

Offering a drink

Can I get you a drink?
Would you like a glass of wine?
What would you like to drink?

Looking at
the menu

Responding
to offers

A glass of red wine,
please.
Yes, please.
No thank you, I’m fine.

This looks good.
I’m not familiar with these
dishes. Can you recommend
something?
Is there a vegetarian dish?
What’s a (name of dish) …
[indicating something on the
menu].
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Eating and drinking

Waiter

Would you like to
order now?

Customer

I’d like … the casserole /
a steak, please.
I’ll have the … chicken with
vegetables, please.
I’ll have rice. / a salad.
I think I’ll try the salmon.
Can you tell me what’s in the
vegetable dish?
What kind of meat is that?

Would you like …
some coffee? /
sauce with that? /
wine?

Yes, please.
No, thank you.
Later, please.
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During a meal

Possible
questions

How’s your meal?

Possible
answers

Fine. /
Excellent. /
It’s delicious. /
Quite good.
Yes, it’s fine.

Is the pasta all
right?

Well, it’s a bit … cold /
undercooked /
overcooked.

At the end of a meal
That was great!
I really enjoyed that.
Thank you. That was delicious.
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Paying, thanking and apologizing

Offering to pay

I’ll get this. [picking up the bill, or at the bar]
This is on me.
Really, I insist on paying for the meal / drink.n

Thanking – General situations

Thank you very much. / Thank you.
That’s very kind of you.
Thank you for a very enjoyable evening.
I’d like to thank you for all your help.
I’d just like to say thank you for a great day.
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Response to thanks

That’s okay.
You’re very welcome.
Don’t mention it.
It was a pleasure.
I’m glad you enjoyed it.

Apologizing
Apologies

Replies

I’m sorry.

That’s all right.

I’m very sorry.

Don’t worry about it.

I’m terribly sorry for the
delay. / that I missed the
meeting.

Never mind.
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